Foot Replacement

Objective is to Trim new Foot to Match old
(or if replacing both feet, skim cut minimum so both feet are same length)
!!!! Always use Caution When Operating a Table Saw !!!!

1. Remove old Foot's bolts (drill out rivets), then foot and any plastic or aluminum debris.
2. Slide new Foot onto your old extension rail, be sure to position the foot squarely (use your framing or Swanson square).
3. Run a 1/4" drill through the holes to open them up to receive the 1/4" bolts supplied. Be sure flush side is flush or slightly behind flush rail's surface, not protruding!
4. Insert bolts: note raised bosses (like washers) in plastic should be the bolt head side (you may have to hammer tap the bolts through) then tighten the nuts on other side.
5. Set Table saw fence to approx. 8" and check existing foot's clearance, move fence until blade just skims old foot's face (or shortest new foot if replacing both).
6. Lock down fence and proceed to trim new and existing foot's offset surfaces so they're the same length. The more exact the lengths the more accurate your level will be.

Call us if you have problems
or questions with this task at Plumb-It, Inc.
Tucson, AZ 85716 Toll Free : 800.759.9925
Regular Phone : 520.881.5777  FAX : 520.881.5111
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